CHALLENGE 1
Read the sentences below and highlight each type of sentence in the following colours:

Statement – Yellow
Question – Orange
Command – Green
Exclamations – Blue
The first example has been completed for you.
1. When is the bus due to arrive?
2. Fill the tub with water.
3. Elephants have long trunks.
4. What a nice surprise to see you!
5. Put your rubbish in the bin.
6. How many people are having sandwiches today?
7. How old are you?
8. The girl was running.
9. I love strawberry milkshake.
10. Put your chairs on the table.

CHALLENGE 2
Read the sentences below, fill in the missing punctuation and highlight each type of sentence in
the following colours:

Statement – Yellow
Question – Orange
Command – Green
Exclamations – Blue

The first example has been completed for you.
1. One warm, sunny day Jessica and Lilly went to play at the park.
2. When they arrived, there were lots of people at the park__
3. “What a lot of people there are today__” cried Jessica.
4. “Would you like to go on the slide__” asked Myah.
5. “You go down the slide first__” Jessica told Myah.
6. “The slide is so thrilling, I love it__” Myah exclaimed.
7. “Can we go over to the swings next__” Asked Jessica.
8. “Push me as hard as you can when I’m on the swing__” Commanded Jessica.
9. “I’d like to come back tomorrow__” said Myah.
10. “Do you want to come with me again __” asked Jessica.

CHALLENGE 3
Read the text below, include the missing punctuation and underline each type of sentence in the
following colours:

Statement – Yellow
Question – Orange
Command – Green
Exclamations – Blue
The first sentence has been completed for you.
One warm, sunny day, Jessica and Lilly went to the zoo. When they arrived, they visited the
monkeys and enjoyed seeing them on swing from tree to tree. “I like the zoo ” Said Jessica.
Lilly looked up and saw a monkey holding their lunch bag. “What a naughty monkey, he’s
holding our packed lunch ” she cried out.
“Do we have any money to buy some more food ” asked Jessica. Luckily, they did, so they
made their way over to the café and bought some more.
After they had finished their lunch, they visited the elephants. “How lovely of that elephant
to wash the baby one

” exclaimed Lilly. She pointed to where they were standing in a huge

paddle of water.
“Don’t get too close, you might get some water on your new dress ” Jessica warned Lilly.
They saw large sign next to the elephant enclosure which said, ‘DO NOT FEED THE
ANIMALS.’
“Oh no! What about the sneaky monkey who stole our lunch ” Lilly worried. “What a hard
rule to follow if the animals steal our lunches themselves ”
“Don’t worry, I noticed the zookeeper had managed to catch him and it looked as though our
lunch bag hadn’t been opened ” Replied Jessica.
“Go and get the bag from the zookeeper ” Lilly demanded.
“What a bossy boots you are being today ” Jessica said. Being the good friend she was, she
went to fetch their lunch bag.
Lilly waited for her friend to return and said, “Thank you.”
“Now let’s get out of here ” laughed Jessica.

